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Down by the bay raffi ukulele chords

I love the silliness and language games in this song. The praise and imagery is great for all ages, but older preschoolers and school-age kids can really get into it, throw out suggestions and create verses. Our local kids often knew Raffi's version, so I started with a few verses, then went from there. Next time I sing this song, I plan to bring pieces of my feelings from A Hunting We
Will Go to use as a visual cue, so that the verses below are inspired by those images. Near C G7 Bay By the bay, where the watermelon grows, C Back to my house, I dare not go, F C For if I did, my mother would say, (Stop) Have you ever seen a fox sitting in a box of G7 C Down by the bay? Verses Have you ever seen a bear wearing underwear? Have you ever seen a skunk
sleeping in bed? Have you ever seen a sheep ride in a stroller? Have you ever seen a pig wearing a wig? Have you ever seen a snake emerge from a cake? Have you ever seen a goat sail on a ship? and save the song to your songbook b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v x y z 0-9 a year ago301 Songs That Can Be Sung to Very Young (1976) RaffiDown by [C]bayG7 watermelon
growingG7Back to my houseCI dare not goFFor if I doC My mother would sayC Have you ever seen a mooseCWheresing goose? G7 CDown by bayDown by [C]bayWhere the watermelon [G7]growBack to my [G7]homeI dare not [C]goFor if my mother [F]doMy would [C]say Have you ever seen a whale [C]With a polka dot [C]tail? [ G7 ] Down by [C]bayDown by [C]bayWhere the
watermelon [G7]growBack to my [G7]homeI dare not [C]goFFor if I do Mom I will [C]say Have you ever seen [C]flyCWearing tie? G7 CDown by bayDown by [C]bayWhere the watermelon [G7]growBack to my [G7]homeI dare not [C]goFFor if I do My Mom will [C]say Have you ever seen [C]bearCCombing her hair? G7 CDown by bayDown by [C]bayWhere the watermelon
[G7]growBack to my [G7]homeI dare not [C]goFFor if I do mother CMy will say Have you ever seen some [C]llamasCEating pajamas? G7 CDown by bayDown by [C]bayWhere the watermelon [G7]growBack to my [G7]homeI dare not [C]goFFor if I do Mom I will [C]say Do you ever have [C]timeCWhen you can't make a caption? G7 CDown by bay (hey) CAPOX 1capo 2capo
3capo 4capo 5capo 6capo 7capo 8capo 9capo 10capo 11capo 12capo 12capo0none C Db D Eb E F Gb G Ab A Bb B 3 Chord used in song: ← See this chord for Chord BaritoneTranspose: Original version +1 Half step +2 Half step +3 Half step +4 step +5 Half step +6 Half step -1 Half step -2 Half step -3 Half step -4 Half step -5 Half step -6 Half step Chord Chart: Pin chords up
while scrolling Tablature / ChordsFont Size: A- A+Don't know how to read tabs or chords? Exit Exit uke lesson: Detailed guide to strumming and choosing How to read uke tab Reading C G7Down chord diagram by bay, where watermelon growsCBack into my house, I dare not go CFor if I do, my mother will say,(verse pronounced-not chord)Have you ever seen a bear combing her
hair? G7 CDown by the bay. (verses) 1. Did you ev-er see goose_ kiss the deer. Did you ev-er see a whale with a polka dot3 tail. Did you ev-er see fly_ wear-ing tie4. Did you ev-er see bear_ comb-ing_ hair5. Did you ev-er see llamas eating their pajamas6. Do you ev-er have time when you can not make a comment sajakTab (0) No comments yet :( Need help, a tip to share, or
just want to talk about this song? Start the discussion! You must be signed in to join the Login discussion or Sign Up About this songThere is no information about this song. Song.
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